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The 10th annual Georgetown Law Advanced E-Dis-
covery Institute kicked off the two-day event 

with judges. And not just any judges, but two of the 
most visible jurists on the U.S. District Court: Judge 
Shira Scheindlin, of the Southern District of New York, 
and Magistrate Judge John Facciola, of the District of 
Columbia. The two were joined by D.C. lawyers Wil-
liam Butterfield, a partner at Hausfeld, and Jonathan 
Redgrave, of his self-named firm, and a video cameo 
appearance by Richard Braman, executive director 
emeritus of The Sedona Conference.
 The five panelists tackled a topic that could have 
easily been a snoozer for the Georgetown cult; the 
event consistently draws the sophisticated cream of 
the electronic data discovery crowd. But “Ten Years 
After—Where We Have Been and Where We Are 
Going” proved to be a vibrant discussion, even if there 
were not a whole lot of surprises. Tweeted attendee 
Gilbert “Gil” Keteltas of Baker & Hostetler, “I love the 
smell of advanced e-discovery in the morning,” as the 
discussion started.
 Facciola served as moderator, and threw the first 
question at Butterfield, who dove right into a discus-
sion of the explosion of data creation, citing a laun-
dry list of impressive facts, including that “every min-
ute of every day Google receives two million queries 
... 571 websites are created every minute ... and more 
than 200 million emails are sent every minute. We 
are communicating in ways that didn’t exist 20 years 
ago,” he said. “We are getting to the end of the billable 
hour,” said Butterfield. But don’t expect Big Law to 
evaporate anytime soon, he cautioned. “I’m not pre-

dicting the end of The Am Law 200,” but firms will 
have to change, he said.
 Facciola asked Butterfield if he was troubled by the out-
sourcing of e-discovery to nonlawyers and/or machines. 
“I do see the tension because lawyers must certify the 
work,” Butterfield acknowledged.
 Facciola tossed the next question to Redgrave, who 
evoked a strong image when he discussed the “$60 
lightbulb.” While folks might scoff at the idea of an 
expensive lightbulb, it might well be worth the price if 
you can program it to dim, match your clothing, etc., he 
said. Lawyers will see “the same market dynamics over 
the coming years. Things change. What brings sub-
stantial added value?”
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 As an example, Redgrave pointed out how car sales 
have dramatically changed, citing a recent Wall Street 
Journal report that predicted that we can “say goodbye 
to the car salesman,” because people now go to auto 
websites to research their best vehicle options. “It’s a 
dramatic change in process.”
 “Lawyers will always have a critical role,” Redgrave 
predicted, but that role will change. Clients will expect 
innovation from their counsel, he said. There are “so 
many things people haven’t even dreamed of,” he said. 
But “humans are still essential.”
 Butterfield chimed in accord: “I have seen tech cause 
problems and solve problems. I have no idea what prob-
lems will be in 20 years, in 10 years. But lawyers who are 
creative and innovative [will thrive.] The ones who are 
problem solvers and harness technology will succeed.”
 Said Redgrave: “Technology is not bringing the end of 
lawyers. ... It’s changing the way we lawyer.”
 Facciola then turned to Scheindlin, who shifted 
the focus to the courts. “All cases are now e-discov-
ery cases,” she asserted. “Even the littlest cases have 
e-discovery, everyone has to know how to do it,” she 
said. “Can we downsize the amount of e-discovery? The 
answer is yes. And it must be proportional.” But e-dis-
covery, she said, “must be in line with the value of the 
case. And sometimes it’s not about money; some cases 
are about rights, not money.”
 Scheindlin said we are entering an era of a divide 
between the “technology haves and technology have-
nots,” and noted that small firms may not be able to 
afford the start-up costs that e-discovery requires. She 
reminded the audience that not every litigant can afford 
a lawyer. “Twenty-five percent of my cases are pro se,” 
she said. She also predicted that arbitration clauses will 
become more routine, and will remove many cases from 
court dockets.
 Facciola then posed the question of whether lawyers 
as a group welcome technology and change.
 “I think the reality is that most lawyers are not inno-
vators and are afraid of technology,” offered Redgrave. 
“There is a reality that to have continued value, lawyers 
need to understand technology. I do have a fear that we 
will see more malpractice cases “because of failure to 
properly use tech.”
 And panelists acknowledged that the increased use 
of technology reduces the number of necessary lawyers. 
Said Butterfield, “Twenty years ago, I had a docket review 
with paper documents that went on for at least 6 months 
with about 15 attorneys. Today, we have machine review. 
I can be more efficient. What took a year I can do in a 
month, and I don’t need as many lawyers.”
 Asked Facciola: “Is this ‘Star Trek’?” Scheindlin 
jumped in: “Of course trials will change—the ques-
tion is, will we have trials anymore?” Scheindlin noted 

that routine technology, such as GPS, cellphones, Face-
book and other location tools are changing our daily 
reality to the point where it’s increasingly easy to prove 
facts. “There are no conversations any more, it’s emails 
and texts. We will know where folks are,” she said. “No 
aliases any more. There’s surveillance. Cops are wear-
ing cameras [during stop-and-frisks]. Technology is 
making it so we always know where people are; thus no 
need for alibi witnesses.” But, she acknowledges, there 
are still facts that can be disputed, such as intellectual 
property, securities fraud, etc.
 (Sidebar: Scheindlin cracked up the audience when 
she realized what she had said, saying “I knew I was 
going to say ‘stop and frisk’ somehow,” generating 
hoots and a round of applause. She was removed from 
the controversial New York City “Stop and Frisk” litiga-
tion and is appealing that ruling. See LTN’s most recent 
story here.)
 Scheindlin has long stressed the need for proportional-
ity in e-discovery. “We cannot spend millions on a case,” 
she says, when a case’s value is less. She suggests that sep-
arate rules should be established for complex cases.
 Finally, lawyers need to abandon the “gladiator” role 
that is imprinted in law school, the panelists asserted, 
taking strong pokes at the current status of law schools.
 “Do I think legal education is keeping up [with tech-
nology and cooperation]? Absolutely not. The law 
schools aren’t getting it, and the top 15 schools don’t 
get it more than the other schools,” said Scheindlin. 
“I can’t babysit this. Lawyers have to cooperate.” The 
good news: “I’m seeing more joint e-discovery plans,” 
she noted.
 Scheindlin warned academia that they need to get 
with the reality. “I think the notion of a two-year law 
school is coming, with the third year clerking.” But, she 
qualified, “I wouldn’t be surprised if law schools turn 
around. The younger generation is more tech savvy than 
we are. Many lawyers are technophobic, but the next 
generation is growing up with technology.”
 Wrapping up the session, Facciola left the audience 
laughing. “I don’t know where the law and e-discovery will 
be in 10 years, but I know Springsteen will still be rocking.”
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